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Sistema cloud-based para aquisição de
dados de IoT
IoT permite-nos trazer o mundo físico para o mundo virtual, dando o poder de o controlar e moni-
torizar.
Isto tem encorajado um aumento no interesse em IoT, devido às múltiplas aplicações nos mais
variados contextos.
Ainda assim sistemas de IoT enfrentam desafios tais como o suporte de altos volume de conexões
ou a baixa capacidade de computação face a algoritmos para segurança dos dados.
O objectivo desta dissertação é criar um sistema de recolha de dados de sensor de qualidade do ar
que resolva esses desafios usando tecnologias de estado de arte, dando preferência a ferramentas
de código aberto.
O sistema foi implementado em volta Apache Kafka, com Spring Boot e VerneMQ responsáveis
por receber dados e PostgreSQL, com plugin Timescale, encarregue de os guardar. Um protótipo
do sistema foi implementado usando contentores Docker, mas não foi possível organiza-los com
Kubernetes.
Palavras chave: Internet of Things, Containers, MQTT, HTTP, Sensores, Base de dados de séries




Cloud-based system for IoT data acquisition
The purpose of IoT is to bring the physical world into a digital one and allowing it to be controlled
and monitored from a virtual standpoint.
The interest in IoT has increased due to its many applications in various fields, but IoT systems still
deal with challenges such as the support of a high volume of connections or the low processing
capacity of devices faced with data security algorithms.
The objective of this dissertation is to create a data collection for air quality sensors system, that
solves those challenges based on state of the art technologies, giving preference to open-source
tools.
Implementation was done around Apache Kafka, with Spring Boot and VerneMQ receiving data,
HMAC granting a level security on data transport and PostgreSQL with the plugin Timescale storing
the data. A prototype of the system was implemented in Docker containers, but we were unable to
orchestrate them through Kubernetes.






In this chapter, we introduce the context where the work presented in this dissertation
was developed, by explaining the topic of the growing presence of IoT nowadays and
what were our motivations. In the end, we give an insight into what are the objectives
of this work and how can they be used in the future.
According to the research done by the authors of [13], from the year 2010 onwards, there was
an exponential growth of research in the area of Internet of Things. This is a good index of the
increasing presence of this technology and this can be found across multiple industries. This de-
velopment of IoT in the industry had more impact on agriculture, health, and public service. A
frequent situation faced when it comes to IoT systems is the amount of sensors sending data,
which can represent a challenge if there is a large number of sensors. Although this is a common
challenge, there is not a state of the art tool for that effect, and the closest there is to a state of
the art is the proposal of system architectures[16][2][38].
In this dissertation, we propose a solution to the challenges that are faced in the data collection
from air-quality sensors by proposing an efficient architecture with an implementation using state
of the art open-source tools.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
This dissertation was done in the context of the project "NanoSen-AQM: Development and vali-
dation on-field of low-cost and low power consumption nano-sensor systems for real-time envi-
ronment air-quality monitoring" (SOE2/P1/E0569), funded by the European Regional Development
Fund. This project is about the development of low-cost gas nano-sensors, and the deployment of
a distributed and ubiquitous platform for real-time air quality monitoring. In this project, University
of Évora was responsible for the data reception and storage, from the sensors that would send the
data to the platform. The motivation for this project was to raise air pollution awareness.
The work developed in this dissertation, opens the opportunity for the creation of a tool fit for
the easy deployment of sensor data collection. This tool has the flexibility and potential to be
integrated into any context where there is the deployment of sensors.
1.2 Structure
This dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 is State of the Art, Chapter 3 is the proposal of
the system, Chapter 4 is the implementation of the system, Chapter 5 is evaluated during devel-
opment, and Chapter 6 is the conclusion and future work.
Chapter 2 is presented the paradigms and communication protocols considered for the system.
Following the theoretical principles, it is presented a list of potential candidates considered to
implement them.
Chapter 3 proposes an architecture for the data collection system using the paradigms and proto-
cols in Chapter 2. We describe the multiple modules of architecture and the components of each
module. We also describe the sensor message structure and the authentication method.
In Chapter 4 we describe implementation of the architecture proposed in Chapter 3 with the im-
plementations considered in Chapter 2. The considered implementations are explained why they
were chosen over the rest and how they were used.
Chapter 5 describes the experimental evaluation of the system during the development stages
and presents the results of tests that were executed to evaluate the system. We also present steps
taken to optimize bottlenecks found, in both MQTT and HTTP protocol.
Chapter 6 is presented the conclusion reached in this dissertation and future work.
2
The State of Art
In this chapter, we present the State of the Art in the relevant domains for the work
described in this, including: computing practices, edge communication protocols and
fog architecture.
In the following sections, we describe the the principles that were considered to be the state of the
art, as well as some more technical aspects, such as used protocols and implementations.
The proposed system comprehends two types of computational methods, cloud computing, and
fog computing[52].
Their cooperation allows them to leverage each other by compensating for their shortcomings,
such as the fog computing difficulty to deal with big data processing, whereas cloud computing
excels at it[52].
For the choice of communication protocols, we needed protocols that could fit the needs when
communicating with sensor networks. The protocols had to be lightweight and preferable machine-
to-machine (M2M) communication protocols. The most used protocols for IoT are MQTT, CoAP,
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HTTP. However, HTTP was considered because of its previous popularity in the World Wide Web
while MQTT and CoAP are because of their efficiency in delivering messages.
After the previous remarks, we will pass on to the considered solutions for each system compo-
nent: the data collection and the data storage. The first components are the HTTP and MQTT data
collection modules. For the HTTP the only considered option was Spring Boot Server; meanwhile,
for the MQTT data collection, two candidates presented a great potential: EMQ X and VerneMQ.
After the data is collected from the MQTT and HTTP data collection modules, it is then sent to
a message broker. Two implementation for the message broker were considered: RabbitMQ and
Apache Kafka.
However before the data can be inserted into a database, it requires some pre-processing stage.
For this end a list of processing applications was compiled: Kafka Streams, Apache Storm, and
Apache Spark.
The end goal of the data is to be stored into a database. The type of data uploaded by the sensors
is considered to be a time-series data type, making it ideal for time-series databases. These two
database were considered: InfluxDB and TimescaleDB.
To facilitate the deployment andmaintenance of the system, the use of containers is a requirement.
The state of the art for container runtime implementations is Docker Engine, Rkt, and LXC. For
container orchestration we only considered Kubernetes, because there was no time look for others.
2.1 Similar systems
The growth of IoT has raised issues from a data collection standpoint because of the large number
of devices involved. Several papers have been published discussing several approaches to resolve
those issues.
In the paper by A. Erroutbi, A. E. Hanjri, and A. Sekkaki [16], authors explain IoT-Fog environments,
and how the use of Fog Computing does not substitute but complements Cloud Computing sys-
tems. The cooperation between these architectures allows them to benefit from the perks of each
other, such as the scalability of Fog Computing or the ability for heavy processing of information of
Cloud Computing. The paper also proposes the use of a lightweight authentication protocol using
HMAC, to solve some security threats faced by IoT, in a way that even IoT devices with scarce
processing resources can handle.
A practical application of what is proposed in this dissertation is the NanoSen-AQM project. The
NanoSen-AQM project objective is the development of a system with low-cost sensors for air-quality
monitoring. Multiple papers have been published describing the how the system is built: [11] [31]
[40] [39].
2.2 Cloud Computing Model
Before cloud computing[52], each organization had its servers on-premise and they were in charge
of the maintenance costs, which could range from electric bills to replacement of hardware on
the server. The on-premise server required a lot of work and was not cost-effective. The cloud
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computing paradigm would make the necessary computing a cost-effective resource.
Cloud computing favors centralized computing when compared to fog, and data storing on a cluster
of large-sized data centers. This allows companies to deliver Infrastructure as a service, platform
as a service, or software as a service[52]. These services can provide their users with computing
resources according to their needs, on-demand, meaning that users can upgrade their resources
on-demand, without having to worry about the actual maintenance of the bare-metal machine. This
allows cutting costs on the common alternative of owning on-premise, such as server maintenance,
energy consumption, and server upgrading.
2.3 Fog Computing Model
In recent years, with the mainstreaming of paradigms like the Internet of Things, it is expected an
increase of connected devices to the Internet[52][13]. Most of these devices are going to mobile
or monitoring devices, in other words, they will be located at the edge of networks. With too many
connections, using traditional cloud computing frameworks/systems becomes challenging, caused
by the difficulty to handle the high volume and velocity of data accumulation of IoT devices or
latency due to the distance between cloud servers and IoT devices.
Fog computing[52] aim is to provide data processing, storage and other services for end-users,
through the dense geographical distribution and proximity. Fog computing does not substitute
cloud computing, it works as an extension of the cloud, allowing to unburden the cloud of small
tasks and only resource-demanding tasks need to be taken care of by the cloud. This implies the
deployment and distribution of services through multiple data centers with a location closer to the
end-user, combining with the shifting of computing and storage closer to the edge. These practices
can lead to the reduction of data movement across a network, network congestion, end-to-end
latency, and bottleneck, while also achieving security improvement because the data traffic is a
lot shorter compared to cloud computing, therefore, making it less likely for data to be intercepted
on the route.
2.4 Edge Communication Protocols
The communication between the cloud systems and sensor networks systems has been the target
of a lot of studies[29][33][14], which can be attributed to the expansion of the Internet of Things.
Even though the development has been steadily increasing, there are still challenges that sensors
face that can raise security and privacy issues, like the fact of the low processing capacity of
most sensors cannot ensure a fully secure and private data transfer through processes like SSL or
TLS. The sensor communication protocols have the requirements of being lightweight messages
and machine-to-machine protocols because the communication has to be as efficient as possible.
The considered options that fulfilled the required needs were MQTT and CoAP. On the other hand,
HTTP qualifies to be considered because of its popularity, which grants multiple implementations
across devices as well as easier usability. This topic is further explored in [34], where a thorough
comparison of popular messaging protocols in IoT systems like MQTT, CoAP, and HTTP is presented.
MQTT[37] is a M2M communication protocol, developed by Andy Stanford-Clark, from IBM, and
Arlen Nipper, from Arcom Control Systems Ltd (Eurotech). It was first introduced in 1999, like a
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publish/subscribe messaging protocol featuring lightweight M2M communication with easy adap-
tation to constrained networks. The basic concept of MQTT is the same as publish/subscribe proto-
cols. First, a client publishes a message on a topic inside a MQTT broker. In the meanwhile, some
other client has subscribed the same topic to receive the associated message. The topics consists
of a path to where a message can be published. MQTT is a binary protocol that uses TCP/IP for
transport protocol and can use TLS/SSL for security. The message structure consists of 2 bytes for
a fixed header and payloads of maximum size 256 MB[36]. The communication between agents
is connection-oriented, also enabling to set three levels of QoS for the message delivery: level 1
sending messages at most once, level 2 at least once, and level 3 exactly once. MQTT is frequently
used for the monitoring and management of networks of small devices, from a back-end server.
CoAP[3] is another lightweight M2M binary protocol just like MQTT, produced by the IETF CoRE
(Constrained RESTful Environments) Working Group. CoAP supports a variant of publish/subscribe
architecture resource/observe and request/response. CoAP is developed to act use HTTP and REST-
ful Web services. CoAP uses URI for message location, just like MQTT uses topics. A client publishes
data to a specific URI and at the same time, another client subscribes to the same URI, to access
the data. When data is published to a URI, all the clients that subscribed to that URI receives a
notification about new data. The messages are transported through UDP protocol and use DTLS
for security, having a structure that usually requires a fixed header of 4-bytes with small payloads
where the maximum is dependent on the implementation. The use of UDP protocol means that the
communication between the client and the server is connectionless with less reliability. Regarding
QoS, it provides two levels, confirmable where the messages are acknowledged by the receiver
with an ACK packet, and non-confirmable which simply sends the message once.
HTTP[17] is a messaging protocol, first developed by Tim Berners-Lee and later by IETF and W3C
and published as a standard protocol in 1997. Since HTTP was developed to meet the requirements
of the World Wide Web, it uses a request/response that is used by RESTful Web architecture, as well
the URI for resources path. A server has a URI that is prepared to receive requests, and according
to the request, the server reacts depending on what was implemented. In this case, the reaction
would be to verify the data integrity and send it to the message broker, and after that, sending
a HTTP response confirming the message was received or that it failed. HTTP is a text-based
protocol and it doesn’t have a fixed size of headers and message payloads also depend on the
implementation. For the default transport protocol, HTTP uses TCP/IP and TLS/SSL for security,
and just like MQTT the server/client communication is connection-oriented. Unlike other protocols,
HTTP does not have any QoS defined, so it requires more work to be able to guarantee any QoS. On
the account of being such a popular web messaging standard, it has added features like persistent
connections, requests pipelining and chunked transfer encoding.
CoAP has the lowest message size and overhead, compared to MQTT and HTTP because of its use
of TCP for transport protocol, meaning they suffer from the connection closing and establishment
overheads.
However, MQTT is lightweight and has the least header size of 2-byte per message but its require-
ment of TCP connection increases the overall overhead, and thus the whole message size.
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2.5 Communication Protocols Implementation
In this section, we will review several options for data reception, including the HTTP and MQTT
protocols, and why they were chosen. For the HTTP protocol, two approaches were considered: 1)
Kafka REST, which is a proxy that provides a RESTful interface to consume and produce messages
from the Kafka broker and 2) the development of a RESTful Interface, using Spring Boot with Kafka
Producer API. In the second approach, Spring Boot would receive the data from the HTTP request
meanwhile the Producer API sends the received data to the Kafka broker.
In the case of MQTT protocol, from the several implementations of MQTT, the most prominent ones
were VerneMQ and EMQ X. Both these options contain basic MQTT broker features and are build on
top of the Erlang/OTP platform and also include clustering features.
HTTP Implementation
Spring Boot works over Spring Framework[43], being an easy way to develop Web application
production-ready, making easy the development of a REST interface to receive the sensors data,
and working together with Apache Kafka library Producer API[24] which allows the publishing of
messages into Kafka topics.
The Spring Boot application receives an HTTP POST request with sensor data in the body together
with the the hash of the sensor data in the "Authentication" header.
After the HTTP request is received, the application first verifies the integrity of the message, there-
after verifies the data structure, only then if passed through that verification the data is published
into a Kafka broker. In case of failure in the verification, a debugging response is sent back to the
sensor.
The load balancing of the data collection needs to be done in two steps: 1) first, we need to load
balance the data received by Spring Boot server; and 2) then, second step, we need load balance
the Kafka broker.Spring Boot can load balance across multiple instances, in the meanwhile the
load balancing of the Producer API library is done through the configuration of an available Kafka
cluster, by dividing the Kafka topics into multiple partitions.
A possible approach for receiving the sensors data from the HTTP protocol was the Kafka REST[6],
a REST interface that serves as a proxy to Apache Kafka by HTTP request and interacts with Kafka
broker. Although it is an easy method of producing messages for Kafka broker through HTTP, while
allowing the deployment with multiple instances working together, by spreading the load according
to a chosen algorithm(such as round-robin DNS, discovery services, load balancer).
There is a problem with this approach: to add the required authentication method, we had to re-
write the open-source code. Although more recent versions have been added a plugin that facilities
the authentication process[8].
MQTT Implementation
For the support of the MQTT protocol, we used VerneMQ[51], an open-source implementation of
the OASIS industry-standard MQTT protocol with Erlang/OTP. Proving features that cover the needs
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for IoT and messaging applications, such as scalability, [49], reliability and high-performance as
well as fast deployment.
It uses master-less clustering technology giving it the ability to withstand node failure and to guar-
antee a continuous working cluster. VerneMQ also ensures the three levels of Qos.
VerneMQ is implemented in Erlang/OTP, giving it space for the development and deployment of
plugins on an Erlang/VM. The plugins can be developed with Erlang/VM compatible languages,
such as Erlang and Elixir.
An important feature of VerneMQ is that it allows the development of new plugins to expand its
capabilities. Each plugin is associated with a hook. A hook is what defines when the plugins should
be triggered or what can affect data. In a plugin development guide[50], we can see how hooks
can be divided into three categories:
• Hooks that allow the change of protocol flow, for example, authentication of client when
registering;
• Hooks that are triggered by an event, this is frequently used to do custom logging;
• Hooks triggered by a conditional event;
For message authentication, we created a plugin with hook that allows for the change of protocol,
to be more precise the hook "auth_on_publish", which is triggered before a message is published
so it can be authorized.
The data flow would authenticate the message when it is published, which means that whenever
a message is published, the plugin would verify the message according to the implementation of
the plugin, and publish it if valid.
EMQ X Broker is another open-source MQTT message broker based on the Erlang/OTP platform.
Among the features of EMQ X, there is the support QoS0, QoS1, QoS2 message service, and the
deployment of nodes across multiple servers[46]. At the time of writing of this document, the EMQ
has been renamed to EMQ X and has been added many more features.
In the open-source version of EMQ X, there are features like the support of cluster discovery in-
cluding:
• Manual - where the cluster is created manually
• Static - Autocluster of static node lists
• mcast - Autocluster of UDP multicast mode
• dns - Autocluster DNS A record
• etcd - Autocluster by etcd
• k8s - Autocluster of Kubernetes service
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EMQ X includes the concept of shared subscription [48], which is a subscription method that allows
load balancing across multiple subscribers.
Just like Kafka architecture, EMQ X also allows to configure nodes by partitions, meaning a sin-
gle topic can be broken into partitions and distributed across a cluster, giving the possibility of
distributing connections load across a cluster.
EMQ X Broker Rule Engine[47] is used to control message flow, device event processing, and re-
sponse rules, through flexible configuration. The rule engine can be triggered by either a publishing
message or a defined trigger event. Once a rule meets the conditions to be triggered, the engine
executes a set of SQL statements to filter and process the message and events.
Some examples of new features that could have been useful would be the Kafka Bridge, which
consists of a bridge that forwards the messages to a Kafka broker or schema registry. This would
allow to encode and decode the sensor messages.
Although EMQ X had an overall better development than VerneMQ, most of its features are only
available in a paid version called EMQ X Enterprise.
2.6 Message brokers Implementations
Data ingestion is expected to be high, as each sensor can produce multiple data points per second.
A traditional system could be overwhelmed, which could lead to loss of data but also the quality
of service. That is where the need for a data ingestion module comes. To be more precise, a
messaging system that can hold data until the next module is ready to receive it.
Apache Kafka is a distributed streaming platform for data ingestion. It serves as a messaging
system that allows for the publishing and subscribing into distributed queues. The architecture of
Apache Kafka is developed in Java and Scala, based on publish/subscribe queues, named topics and
the data itself, which is called records. What makes Apache Kafka so special, in relation to other
messaging systems, is the fact that all data received is written directly into the hard disk[23]. This
kind of operation makes the data persistent and less susceptible to losses. This means that if there
is failure in the broker, once restarted, the data would still be there. Despite I/O operations being
considerably slower in comparison to operations with memory, according to Apache Kafka, it can
rise to challenge.
The Producers are the clients that publishes the records into topics. On the other hand, there are
the clients that subscribe to these topics, called Consumers, which can be put into consumers-
group, allowing load-balancing of the consumers. The topics have the opportunity to be allocated
into different parts of the cluster. This permits to have load-balancing between the cluster nodes,
while the topics replication allows for fault-tolerance. Since Kafka does not have a master node on
the cluster and can have topic replication is possible for it to have high-availability.
RabitMQ is a message broker middleware, that follows AMQP 0-9-1 implemented in Erlang/OTP.
Unlike Apache Kafka, most operations are performed at the memory level. By default, it only uses
the disk when the memory can not handle the operations. The data flow consists of data sent by
producers and received by the RabbitMQ brokers, through an exchange. An exchange is a logical
entry point that makes the decision to which queue the data is sent. The data is queued randomly
and then pushed to the consumers, as opposed to Kafka where the consumers are the ones that
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ask for the data. Since there is not an order in which the data arrives in the queues, there is no
need to save any data for queue states, but this also makes it impossible to get specific data on
the queues. The consumers are always connected to the brokers, which means that at any time
a broker knows what consumers are connected and what queue they are connected to. Although
this protocol steals the freedom of the consumer, it compensates with the reliability to which the
data is delivered, meaning that the data is only removed from the broker’s memory after receiving
acknowledgment from the consumer. A useful tool within the RabbitMQ architecture is the ability
to create queues and exchanges on the fly. This allows the producer to create queues as needed,
which is useful for the agile deployment of data flows.
2.7 Pre-processing
In data collection systems, it is common to have some form of pre-processing before sending data
to the central system, to prevent it from being overloaded. This type of processing consists of
simple tasks, that can range from message transformation to validation. Apache Kafka includes a
client library for building applications and microservices, called Kafka Streams. It takes advantage
of writing and deploying Java or Scala applications on the client-side and using Kafka broker as input
and output for the applications, leveraging the benefits of Kafka server-side cluster technology.
The deployment of these applications can be done through containers, VM’s, bare-metal, or cloud,
giving the applications the chance of being elastic, highly scalable, and fault-tolerant. This library
has proven itself in production trough some companies like The New York Times, LINE, Pinterest,
and Trivago[26].
Apache Storm is a distributed stream processing computation framework, written in Java and Clo-
jure. The project was initially developed at BackType, but later when it was acquired by Twitter
was made open-source. The development of Storm applications revolves around directed acyclic
graphs. The vertices of these graphs are called bolts and spouts. The spouts are the source the
data streams, while the bolts can receive multiple data streams, apply necessary processing, and
if needed create new streams. The topologies having this structure act as a data transformations
pipeline, that allows real-time data processing and run indefinitely until the process is killed, as
opposing to individual batches use by MapReduce architectures. These topologies are to be run in
parallel and across a cluster of machines, making it highly scalable[45]. The Apache Storm deploy-
ment architecture consists of two types of nodes: Master Nodes and Worker Nodes. The master
node runs a Nimbus process, that assigns tasks to a machine and monitors their performances.
While the worker nodes run a process called Supervisor, that assigns tasks among the worker’s
nodes and operates them according to the system needs. For the monitoring of the state and
health of the cluster, Storm relies on Zookeeper for the discovery of Nimbus and the Supervisors.
Giving it a fault tolerance[44], meaning that when workers die, Apache Storm will automatically
restart them. If a node dies, the worker will be restarted on another node.
Apache Spark[42] is a distributed general-purpose cluster-computing framework, first developed at
the University of California, Berkeley’s AMPLab, and later its codebase was donated to the Apache
Software Foundation, making it an open-source software. Apache Spark has a layered architec-
ture, with several components in its eco-system. The development of components, such as Spark
Streaming or MLlib, gives it the ability to be a useful tool across many fields, like data streaming
and machine learning. All components depend on Spark Core, as it is the base engine in charge
of distributed task dispatching, scheduling, and basic I/O functionalities. The deployment of Spark
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applications is based on RDD and DAG. RDDs are abstract data of distributed collection, which is
immutable and follows lazy transformations. Its immutable nature means once the RDD is created
the state can’t be changed, but can be transformed, meaning that in case of failure the data can
be reconstructed. RDDs in distributed environments are divided into logical partitions. This feature
gives a transparent way of performing transformations or actions, in parallel inside a cluster. The
component library Spark Streaming is used to process real-time streaming processing. It achieves
the stream processing through the ingestion of mini-batches and applies RDD transformations.
On the upside, this facilitates the translation between application code for batch analytics and
streaming analytics. The design raises a problem, the fact that it is not real streaming, meaning
the latency is going to be the same as the duration of the mini-batch. It reserves the possibility
to be fault-tolerant out of the box, meaning it can recover both lost work and the operator state
in case of failure. It is also prepared to read data from HDFS, Flume, ZeroMQ, and Kafka, while
maintaining high availability through the use of ZooKeeper and HDFS.
2.8 Data Storage Implementations
In this section, we will describe the data storage implementation that were taken into account,
according to the thesis of M. Martinviita [32] and why they were chosen.
Data Storage, because of the nature of the stored, the data can be divided into two types: time-
series and static. The raw data originated from the sensors can be categorized as time-series data
type. For this data type, time-series databases should be used. Under the time-series databases
two implementations stand out: 1) TimescaleDB an extension of PostgreSQL, which is closer to
relational databases; and 2) InfluxDB which is closer to NoSQL. Meanwhile the static data from the
sensor is more indicated for use in relational databases, we decided to use PostgreSQL.
InfluxDB is a time-series database that is partially open-source. In a spectrum of SQL and NoSQL
databases, its data treatment would fall closer to NoSQL, unlike TimescaleDB that falls closer to
SQL. InfluxDB can be found free under the open-source product collection TICK Stack, with an MIT
license. TICK Stack is a single-node machine system and is a collection of open-source projects
created to handle vast amounts of time-stamped data to perform metrics analysis. InfluxDB En-
terprise is a paid version of InfluxDB, where features like clustering are available, and since that
feature is reserved in the paid version, other features such as high-availability and scalability are
also be inaccessible in open-source versions. Thus, in most systems, this could represent a prob-
lem, making it more of a learning tool than a production-ready product.
The deployment of InfluxDB can be done in Linux, OS X, and Docker. Meanwhile, hardware wise,
it faces a soft limitation on the type of disk it operates on. InfluxDB was developed to operate on
solid-state disks, meanwhile, other types of hard drives can be used with it but it is not recom-
mended to be used in production because it will not perform to its best capabilities.
InfluxDB can support clustering in general through meta nodes, that have the cluster management
data and data location information, working together with data nodes that store the actual data.
The distribution of the data across a cluster is done through the distribution and replication of data
by shard files, which are a set of data divided by time intervals. InfluxDB uses retention policies to
control the scaling of data stored in the database. The retention policies are a set of rules to define
when data can be compressed or deleted, based on heuristics such as time. A single database
supports multiple retention policies working concurrently.
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The security aspect of the open-source version is limited to authentication and authorization and
database level read and write permissions. While in the enterprise version it adds features that
allow for the measurement, series, and tags, while at cluster levels have 16 levels of permissions,
such as managing nodes, databases, users, and cluster monitoring.
InfluxDB was developed to give support to all time-series, in case of data being inserted without a
timestamp, one is appointed according to the server’s locale nanosecond UTC timestamp. To make
efficient storage management, the database engine resorts to data timestamps to manage and
locate data.
Like in most database engines, InfluxDB supports data types such as strings, floats, integers, and
booleans. Given the database nature being that of time-series, there are built-in functions that
allow doing basic data aggregation, perform a query with sampling and filling, and data prediction
with the Holt-Winters method[5]. Furthermore, the complex functions can be developed using
the basic built-in functions. Among the built-in features, there are continuous queries that allow
automatic operations on the data. Examples of such operations are the automatic aggregation
calculations or outliers detection.
For the development and management of alarms, events, and data processing, the TICK Stack
environment provides the component Kapacitator.
The communication with the database engine can be done through HTTP, being the main commu-
nication protocol used to write and read, and UDP because of its unconnected nature is not advised
to use for data writing.
InfluxDB comes included in TICK Stack, meaning it supports interaction with Telegraf, Chronograf,
and Kapacitator, but also can interact with other software like CollectD, Graphite, OpenTSBD, and
Prometheus.
TimescaleDB is a fully open-source time-series database built on top of the PostgreSQL database.
TimescaleDB as a PostgreSQL expansion is under Apache 2.0 license, meanwhile, PostgreSQL has
its license called PostgreSQL license. The deployment of TimescaleDB can be done across different
platforms such as Windows, Linux, and Docker. Adding to the base version there is the Timescale
Enterprise edition, which provides deployment support and management of the PostgreSQL sys-
tem.
TimescaleDB allows for replication, through the use of a primary node that is mirrored across the
nodes in a cluster. In case of a node failure, another node in the cluster can easily replace it, giving
the database a high availability status. The replication is done through the streaming of a WAL file
to all the nodes in the cluster. Above that, it also allows for horizontal scaling, by creating a replica
node that is in charge of reading queries. TimescaleDB supports features like backups and func-
tionality restoring, as well as security support from PostgreSQL. By allowing user authentication
and access control at various levels, such as database, table, column, row-level permissions, along
with this comes the creation of roles and user groups to distribute those permissions. An advantage
of TimescaleDB is most features that made PostgreSQL a relevant database, can be also used with
TimescaleDB, so, if there is previous knowledge of the user with PostgreSQL, he easily translates
that knowledge to TimescaleDB. When using any tool, the user needs to count on the developers
for regular updates, for bug fixes or adding features, and support from an active community and
developing team. In this front, PostgreSQL has maintained a fully open-source life cycle for the
past 24 years, with regular updating and an active community, which made PostgreSQL among
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the most popular database used in the world. Compared to PostgreSQL, Timescale is very young in
terms of development, but the development of PostgresSQL can create the expectations towards
the development of Timescale, and since PostgreSQL is the backbone of Timescale, every update
to PostgreSQL also improves Timescale.
TimescaleDB gives PostgresSQL the ability to support time-series data, while still leveraging the
advantages that have been collected by the years of development of PostgreSQL. Timescale can
convert a pure relational database into a time-series database by implementing a wide-column
data model, that places all data points with the same time-series point sharing that same time-
series point, instead of each data point having its time-series point. The data is organized by
chunks, which are time partitioned individual tables, that have the smallest supported time unit as
a microsecond. These chunks, being integrated into a larger table called hypertable, which indexes
those chunks by time.
TimescaleDB can support SQL and it also supports the same APIs that are supported by Post-
greSQL, such as OBDC, JDBC, ADO.NET, and REST API. Even though it is based on a relational
database model, the TimescaleDB supports both SQL function, as well as functions time-series
driven like bucketing, first and last values, histogram, and data filling.
The active community around PostgreSQL, not only gives the active support of the community but
as well as access to community plugins. This allows access to solutions created by the community
and granting a wider range of solutions that can be provided with, but because these solutions are
from the community there is risk associated with that, like underperformance or detrimental.
2.9 Container
The traditional way of deploying multiple applications would be in a single infrastructure with a
single operating system for all the applications. This raised problems on the resource allocation
between the applications and the management of applications dependencies, translating to some
applications using most of the resources and making the rest of the applications underperform or
the arduous task of solving conflicting dependencies for different applications.
To compensate for the raised issues with traditional deployment, the deployment of applications
through virtual machines started to be a common practice. Each application would be deployed on
a virtual machine, while all virtual machines would be deployed on a hypervisor and the hypervisor
would sit on top of the operating system on infrastructure. The hypervisor allowed to manage
the resources that would be available to each virtual machine. This also brings better isolation
between applications, promoting higher levels of security in a machine. The only problem with
virtual machine usage is that for each one we need an operating system, and this results in the
redundancy of processes, making the deployment of a single application have a great increase in
deployment overhead.
Later containerization came on, at some levels working the same way as a virtual machine, except
there is less isolation between applications since all containers are going to share the same oper-
ating system. Since it can carry its own file-system, CPU, memory, process space, and more, they
can be decoupled from the underlying infrastructure. Yet what makes containers such an attractive
choice for application deployment, are not the container themselves but are orchestration systems
that manage them, because of the flexibility and easiness of the deployment.
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Container images are the mount point used to start a container. Generally, container images are
files stored in Registry Servers, that are pulled, when it is wanted to start a container. Container
image files have different formats across implementations, but recently multiple leaders in the
container industry have created the Open Container Initiative, shortened OCI. OCI[21] proposes
the definitions of a Runtime Specification and an Image Specification. According to the initiative
Runtime Specification layouts how to run a filesystem bundle that is unpacked on disk, while Image
Specification is how to create an image, by creating a format that supports for a container to be
launched from UX design that has been expected from container engines. For the deployment of
containers, we need to pull the image of the container from the Registry Server and then unpack it
into a Runtime. The Container Engines manage user input, image pulling, deployment of containers
in runtime, and as well handling input over an API from a container orchestrator. Starting with
Docker popularity and then the OCI, the container has become an easy option to use in a cloud
service, such as PaaS and SaaS [19].
Docker engine is a container runtime that can run on Linux or Windows servers operating systems.
It offers simple tools for the packaging of applications with their dependencies and that can be
deployed on the Docker Engine. Docker Engine had been broken down into smaller modules, con-
tainerd[12] and runC[20]. This was done to make Docker Ecosystem easier to maintain as well as
to make these components open-source. Containerd was developed on top of runC, to manage the
local containers system through known input API. It provides advanced features like a checkpoint, a
restore, seccomp, and user namespace support. RunC is a lightweight, portable container runtime
that has functions to interact with the features of the operating system related to the containers.
RunC was later donated to the OCI, to serve as an example of open industry standards around
container formats and runtime.
Rkt[9] is an open-source security-oriented application container engine developed by Red Hat. Its
most relevant features are customizable isolation and built-in pods as an atomic unit in rkt. Rkt
creates levels of isolation through the setting of "stage1 flavor", ranging from: fly, a simple chroot
environment where there are light security measures, meaning it doesn’t have a network, CPU,
and memory isolation; systemd/nspawn, a cgroup/namespace based isolation environment using
systemd, and systemd-nspawn; kvm, consist in the deployment of a container with a lightweight
virtual machine with just the Linux kernel, which is the most isolate level achieve with Rkt. The
Rkt pods are deployable and executable units, that allow for the deployment of groups of one or
more app images sharing resources. In essence, they are going to share a common kernel space.
The deployment of images in pods can include metadata that allow features such as resource
constraining at a pod level or a container level. The pods in Rkt work the same concepts as the
pods defined in Kubernetes architecture.
LXC[30] is a popular low-level Linux container runtime. In the first releases of Docker Engine, it
was used as its main container runtime until they created their own, runC. This container runtime’s
main focus is the deliverance of containers with as much isolation as a virtual machine can have
but without the overheads that come from it. LXC does this by creating an interface to interact
with Linux kernel features such as ipc, uts, mount, pid, network, and user namespaces, which
allows creating namespaces that isolate components from different namespaces, and Cgroups for
resources management, such as limiting the CPU usage.
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2.10 Container Orchestration
The state of the art when it comes to container orchestration systems considered for this disserta-
tion is Kubernetes[28]. Kubernetes was first developed by Google to be used inside the company
and after 15 years of maturing inside, it was released as an open-source system. The deployment
of Kubernetes is done through a cluster with at least one master node and several worker nodes.
The master node is in charge of scheduling and deployment of application instances across the
cluster. This communication is established through the Kubernetes API server. On all nodes, there
is a process called kubelet, that receives information from the Kubernetes API server for managing
the state of the node that is on. Pods are the most basic scheduling unit, which can handle one
or more containers and assures that these containers are deployed in the same machine, so they





In this chapter, we propose the modules that are the constituents of the architecture,
which will have three main stages:
• The Sensor stage: the data source;
• The Aggregators stage: management of sensors connections and data processing;
• The Central System stage: data insertion into database.
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3.1 Overview
Figure 3.1: Overview of the systems application context
The proposed system aims to collect data from the sensors and store it in a database. Figure
3.1 gives an outlook of the system, and it shows the elements that interact with it. The Figure
shows the system taking as input air quality sensors and making the data available to the end-user
through the web. Moreover, it also provides sensors management throughout a mobile application
or a web application.
Figure 3.2: System Architecture Overview, including the sensors
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The architecture of the proposed system can be divided into the Central System, the Aggregator
modules, and the Sensor modules, just like it can be observed in Figure 3.2. The Central System
has the role of storage and major processing tasks. The Aggregator modules are a collection of
modules working concurrently, in charge of receiving the data from the sensors, validate the data,
and do the necessary pre-processing to be inserted into a database. The Sensors are in charge
of reading the data and send it to the Aggregator modules. The development of this system was
more focused on the Aggregator stage and less on the Central System.
Figure 3.3: An example of functional modules interaction
Figure 3.3 presents the inner workings of the Central System and the Aggregator module, and how
they interact.
In the following sections, we explain the modules and the roles of the components inside them,
starting with the brief introduction Sensors in Aggregators Section and ending in the Data Storage
Module in Central System.
3.2 Aggregator Module
In the following paragraphs, we will explain the Aggregator Section presented in Figure 3.3 by
describing the path traversed by the message.
The Sensor modules can be more accurately described as being sensor stations, meaning each
Sensor module can have a heterogeneous collection of sensors. The sensor modules are registered
in the Central System, so thereafter when data is collected it is formatted according to the system
configuration for that sensor (see Section 3.3 for the corresponding message structure).
Once the message is received by Data Reception Module, the REST Authentication interface is
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called to give the necessary information to authenticate the message. After the message is ap-
proved, it is sent from the Data Reception Module to the Message Broker, so it can be consumed
by the Database connector when possible.
The reason for the Aggregator module is a collection over a single Aggregator, comes from the
need of having data collection with high-availability. The unavailability of the Aggregator, implies
relying on the Sensor modules to store the data until the message can be received. This raises a
problem because the sensor stations are expected to have low computation resources, meaning if
too much data is accumulated, we can end up in data loss situation.
The Data Reception module can be further divided into the HTTP module and the MQTT module.
They will be in charge of message authentication from their respective communication protocols.
All messages sent to the server are processed, authenticated, and if it is accepted they are sent to
the message broker.
The HTTP module is prepared to receive HTTP POST requests, with the data from the sensors inside
the request body in JSON format (see Section 3.3 for the corresponding message structure) and the
authentication Hash is stored in a header. The Table 3.1 refers to the necessary headers, that have
to be present in HTTP POST request so it can be accepted, and also explains what each header
represents.




Accept client user agent
Content-Length length of upload message
Authentication signature of sensor data JSON object
The Content-Length header value should be the size of the uploaded message. If this value is
incorrect or the header is not included in the request, the data will be discarded and a debugging
response will be given back.
An example of a potential HTTP POST request sent by a sensor station using an Arduino device, by
presenting an example of the headers, in Table 3.2, followed by the respective request body, in the
Listing 3.1.
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Regarding the MQTT protocol, it simply sends a JSON formatted message with both the data from
the sensor station as well as the authentication Hash. In order to send messages through the MQTT
protocol, first, a topic needs to be defined so the data can be stored, as well a JSON schema that
supports both data from the sensor station and the authentication Hash. Below we provide an
example of this type of message, in the Listing 3.2.
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20 }
The message field is the data sent from the sensor station, and it is further explored in the Section
3.3, meanwhile, the authentication field has the hash that is used to authenticate the message,
being detailed in the Section 3.3.1. The system should ensure that only messages sent from au-
thorized sensors are accepted, discarding any message from unauthorized clients.
3.3 Message Structure
The message needed a well defined structure but it had to be flexible so it could be used by any
kind of sensor station. The definition of a schema would set a message a structure while allowing
data serialization when storing data in Apache Kafka with Schema Registry. Thinking of that, we
designed an Avro Schema in the Listing 3.3.






































































The example in the Listing 3.3 is an Avro Schema used by Schema Registry to define a structure
to the messages that can be accepted into the message broker. Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are an
explanation of the organization of the message fields and their meaning.
The "message" field is a JSON object with the fields referring to those that are associated with the
general information of the sensor station, such as the identification code of the sensor station the
data originated from or the coordinates giving the sensor station location. Table 3.3 describes all
the object fields what their contents.
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Table 3.3: The fields of a JSON object "message".
Fields Type Description Mandatory/Optional Example
device_id string id of the
device/cluster
Mandatory 123456789















sensors array array of sensor
objects
Mandatory
Inside the message object, there is a field called "sensors", which is an array of JSON objects. It
was chosen to use an array of sensors over a single sensor object because it was expected multiple
sensors sending data over the same device, so in order avoid sending a message for every single
sensor on the sensor station, they are grouped up in one single message. The sensor objects are
used to store the data related to a specific sensor and fields are explained in the Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: The fields of a JSON object "sensors".
Fields Type Description Mandatory/Optional Example
sensor_id string id of the sensor Mandatory 123456789
data array array of data objects Mandatory
A raised issue with the development of message structure was that if a sensor station uploaded
every batch of reading from sensors, it would result in sending more messages. Most devices will
depend on a limited battery, meaning energy conservation becomes a very relevant subject, and
every time a message is sent, it consumes energy. The best solution found was to arrange an array
to store the values read during a time interval, this array would store data in JSON objects, that
themselves would store values measured and the time it was measured, as presented in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: The fields of a JSON object "data".
Fields Type Description Mandatory/Optional Example
value number sensor value to
upload
Mandatory 54.20





The combination of the fields "message_date" and "device_id" is a combination that only happens
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once, making it a nonce value for the hash.
As presented in [16], IoT devices face security threats when sending data. A possible solution
to deal with possible threats was to encrypt the data uploaded by the sensors, using a secure
communication channel. Although this option solves the problem of having unauthorized clients to
upload harmful data to the system, it is not the best approach due to low computations capacities
of the sensor stations. The alternative method was to use an authentication algorithm that would
only allow authorized sensors stations to upload data to the system, by verifying the integrity of
the message, further explored in the Section 3.3.1.
When the sensor data is received in the message broker, the Data Processing module will convert
it into multiple data points to be inserted in the database. After this transformation is completed,
each new data point is published to a new topic. From that topic, each data point is then uploaded
to the database through the Data Loader module.
3.3.1 Authentication
The authentication of messages prevents attacks ill-intentioned to the system. An example of a
prejudicial attack this system is sensitive to is a Man-in-the-middle attack, where an intruder can
eavesdrop on the data sent by the sensor and tamper with the messages contents.
The authentication of messages from a sensor represents a crucial component for the security
of the system. The most likely vector of attack to the system will take advantage of the data
input point that sensors use. Security measures are needed between the sensor and the cloud.
When defining what would be the security measures, first though the data encryption would be
the perfect choice to ensure the security of the system but it was called to our attention that
sensor stations have limited computation capacity, meaning most devices would not be able to
handle complex data encryption.
With the limited processing capacity of the devices sending data to the system, instead of encrypt-
ing the data, the alternative was using a Hash-Based Message Authentication. This alternative
makes messages very hard to be tampered while sacrificing data privacy. If the message is inter-
sected by an attacker, he can change the message and re-send it as if it was the owner but unless
he can re-hash the message with the secret password, it will fail. Because when the tampered
message arrives in the Data Reception module it will be discarded, the moment the calculated
hash does not match the one sent in the message, explained in this Section.
In both communication protocols, the steps related to the authentication are the same. The only
nuance between the two is how the hash is sent, as seen before. The process of authentication
starts with the sensor owner registering the sensor station with the respective sensors in the sensor
management system. After the sensor station is registered, a password is shared with the sensor’s
station owner and stored in the database.
When configuring the sensor station, the sensor owner uses the shared password to generate the
message hash on each transmission from this registered sensor station. The hashing is done by
concatenating the password to the end of the message object, in a string format, and the resulting
string is passed through an MD5 hashing function.
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Hash = MD5(message+ password)
The hashing result is sent with the message to the Data Reception module, according to the com-
munication protocol. Once the message is received, the message integrity is verified. The first
step is to send a request with device_id to the REST Authentication Interface, to get the respective
password and list of associated sensors from the database. It then grabs the message object, sent
by the sensor station, and repeats the same process that was done in the sensor station but with
a password received from the REST Authentication Interface.
After that, both resulting hashes are compared, and if they don’t match, it is concluded that the
message might have been tampered with and therefore it is rejected.
Based on the message presented before, in Listing 3.1, and assuming that the device_id associated
with sensor station is 123456789 and the password associated to that device_id is 7b2f8461-98fd-
4425-a404-1477583a2fbf, Listing 3.4 shows the resulting string before hashing.





Using the previous string, we will call fused_message, and the MD5 algorithm creates hash result-
ing in the following:
MD5(fused_message) = ”3afedb3c5bf80ff71c2870ccc4543fe5”
The generated hash is sent according to the protocol, MQTT sends the hash through the message
and HTTP sends it through a header. The message is then received by the server, in both protocols,
the server sends an HTTP GET request to an interface close to the database with device_id, to get
the password used to create the hash associated with the message. In MQTT protocol, because the
sensor data is bundled with the hash in the message, there is a need to use a REGEX to extract the
part of the message that needs to be hashed for authentication.
A problem that was discovered during implementation was that a sensor station was able to trans-
mit data from sensors that were not in the station. To solve this issue, when the password is sent
from the REST Authentication Interface, a list of sensors is also received and is used to confirm that
the sensor station only sends data from its respective sensors.
3.4 Central System
The Central System, as the name implies, is the core of the system. It collects all the data from
Aggregator modules, as seen in Figure 3.3. After the data is collected from the Aggregator, the data
is processed and made available in the database. Even though not planned, the Central System
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has the potential to:
• calibrate sensor raw data and save calibrated data in the database;
• apply machine learning techniques over sensor calibrated sensor data to create prediction
modules ;
• provide sensor management mechanisms;
• provides data exploration and visualization mechanisms to end-users.
The Central System can be divided into three sections: Data Processing, Data Storage, and Data
Access.
The Data Processing Section is where the Data Connector module resides, and other potential
processing units. The Data Loader module is in charge of the collection of the data from the
Aggregator modules and loads that same data into the Data Storage module.
The Data Storage module is where all system data is stored, from the data sent from sensors
to the static sensor information such as sensor location, sensor type, and sensor password. The
data types to be stored are very different, so to have better use of the available storage, module
has to manage different types of databases working in parallel. The data from the sensor can be
described as time-series, making the most appropriate a time-series database, and for static data,
the one that fits the best is the relational database type.
The REST Authentication Interface is in charge of making all the necessary data from the database
available to external sinks. In this system, the module will only create data access for the Aggre-




In this chapter, we present the technologies chosen to implement the proposed system
and describe the components that were configured or implemented in the system.
The Figure 4.1, we can see an overview of the cloud system with the corresponding technologies
used to implement the modules in the Figure 3.3.
Figure 4.1: Proposed implementation of functional modules in cloud system
The Data Collection Module uses Spring Boot for handling HTTP protocol and VerneMQ for handling
MQTT, as seen in Figure 4.2.
The chosen implementation for the HTTP protocol uses a Spring Boot application that receives
an HTTP POST request with data from the sensor station in the requests body, together with the
hash of the message in the "Authentication" header. First, the application verifies the integrity of
the message and then verifies the data structure. Only then, if the messages are valid, data is
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published into Kafka. In case of failure in the verification process, a debugging message is sent
back to the sender.
One of the options considered was Kafka REST, but it was discarded because there was no way to
add an authentication system without having fully understood the code and change it according
to the needs of the system. This would result in a time-consuming task when comparing to the
development of s Spring Boot REST interface using Kafka Producer API.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed implementation of functional modules in the Aggregator
For the implementation of the MQTT protocol, we considered the use of VerneMQ and EMQ. After
a detailed analysis of each solution, we concluded that there was not a significant difference,
besides the fact that the popularity of EMQ would slightly surpass that of VerneMQ’s. While working
with VerneMQ, there was the opportunity to implement plugins with Elixir, which we had previous
experience with. At the time, we decided to use VerneMQ over EMQ.
For this project, we decided to implement the plugin, responsible for the authentication of sensor
station data using Elixir v.1.6 for VerneMQ v.1.6 both compatible with Erlang/OTP 21.
Although there was an issue finding the compatibility’s between the versions of Elixir, VerneMQ,
and Erlang/OTP, the real challenge was in the implementation of a process capable of extracting
the sensor station data from the message sent. The authentication process requires for the sensor
station data to be isolated and exactly how it was sent from the sensor otherwise it is impossible
to authenticate as intended.
The first method considered for the data extraction was the use of a JSON library in Elixir that would
allow extracting fields from JSON objects in string format, but when the fields were extracted, the
values of the message were correct but the resulting string was different from the one originally
sent.
This happened because when the message was parsed into an object, only the values and fields
are passed to the object. When it is converted into a string the values and fields are present but
its missing the spacing and other unnecessary characters compared to the original message.
Therefore resulting in a different hash when applied to the authentication process. The solution
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was to use a REGEX library, the "re" module of Elixir. The REGEX expression was developed to
extract from the message the sensor station data without changing from the original form.
In the next sections, we will describe the implementation chosen around the message broker, and
how it interacts with the system, as shown in Figure 4.2. The chosen message broker was Apache
Kafka, for its ability to store the data persistently. We will also describe the implementations used
to assist Apache Kafka.
4.1 Connection with External Systems
Kafka Connect plays a vital role in the Kafka Ecosystem, it presents an easy framework to deploy
scalable connectors to interact with Kafka broker and outside systems. This simplifies the integra-
tion of Kafka with other systems by creating a standard that allows the development, deployment,
and management of connectors.
Kafka Connect is used with Stream Reactor MQTT Source connector to established a data flow
from the MQTT Broker to the Kafka broker. To insert the data in the database, we had to flatten and
individualize each data point. To do so, we used Kafka Streams lightweight processing applications.
To establish the connection between Apache Kafka and the database, two options were consid-
ered, the use of Confluent JDBC connector for Kafka Connect or a Java application using the Kafka
Consumer API and JDBC library.
The Confluent JDBC connector allows establishing the connection from Kafka to a database JDBC
inside the Kafka Connect environment. This approach, from a processing standpoint, is the most
correct since it provides a production-ready solution with efficient use of resources.
In a context, where data insertion into a database requires a more complex operation beyond
the operations provided by Kafka Connect, there are two possible approaches: 1) recreate the
Confluent JDBC Sink connector; or 2) develop a Java application using Kafka Consumer API and
JDBC library.
The first option is the correct approach because it allows us to leverage the production-ready
solution of the Confluent JDBC Sink connector. The downside of this approach is that it requires a
full understanding of the code involved and a considerable amount of time to do so. Also, the lack
of comments/documentation on the code, to help to understand it, only makes it more challenging
to reverse engineer it, which increases the efforts to opt for this approach.
The solution with a Java application with JDBC and Kafka Consumer, compared to the previous solu-
tion, is easy to implement and can scale effortlessly across multiple machines. The only downside
is the use of multiple JVM, one for each Java application deployed. With the project timetable in
mind, this choice was chosen, even if wasn’t be most efficient.
4.2 Confluent Schema Registry
The Confluent Schema Registry serves as a support software to store the schema of Kafka topics,
providing a REST interface for storing and retrieving Avro, JSON Schema, and Protobuf schemas.
Not being as simple as a storage system, it also includes features like storing the history of versions
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based on a specific subject name strategy, and allied to that, it has multiple compatibility settings
between versions allowing schema evolution. The storage of the schema of each subject means
that the metadata of the subject is stored in one place, and together with the serialization of the
data, it removes the overhead and verbosity of data sent into Kafka.
The Schema Registry works concurrently with Kafka broker. The producers and consumers com-
municate with Kafka but before they use the Schema Registry to serialize and deserialize the data
before sending or receiving the messages.
The chosen data serialization system was Apache Avro, which relies on the use of a schema. The
serialization of data to Avro data is done using the schema, so it can be written without no per-value
overheads, making serialization both fast and small. The schema is needed to read Avro data, so
it can be deserialized. The serialization allows the use of rich data structures, compact, fast data
format.
4.3 Kafka Streams
Kafka Streams is a lightweight processing application that uses Kafka topics as input and output of
data. In the context of this project, it is used to process the messages in batch and convert each
data point into a single message. The output Kafka topic is going to store the data ready for the
database, and the database connector consumes from that topic to insert the data in the database.
The Avro schema of the input topic can be found in Chapter 3, Listing 3.3, and the schema for the
output topic in Listing 4.1.



































In the Kafka ecosystem, ZooKeeper plays a crucial role across all elements in the system. Zookeeper
is an open-source configuration and synchronization service, with the capacity to be distributed.
The distribution of these services made this the standard tool for distributed applications, such as
Apache Spark or Hadoop.
The role played by Zookeeper, is the sharing of information about the Kafka consumers and Kafka
brokers. Related to the Kafka broker, the data stored is linked to the brokers state, topic consum-
mation and production quotas, data replication, and topics registry, further explained:
• Broker state - Zookeeper periodically sends a request to verify if a broker is running, so in
case failure, it can react and elect a new leader for the cluster.
• Quotas - different producer and consumer quotas for different clients.
• Replicas - each topic can be replicated across a cluster. The Zookeeper storage keeps track
of the Kafka broker that have in-sync replicas. If a leader broker fails, the election of a new
leader will be the broker that has the most in-sync replicas.
• Broker and Topics Registry - keeps a registry of the borkers and topics in the cluster, with
information about what Kafka topic partitions are held by each Kafka broker.
The stored consumer data is the consumer offsets and registry. The consumer offsets are the
offset from the beginning of the message queue that determines the position of the last consumed
message. This is very useful for consumer groups so the multiple members don’t consume the
same message more than once.
4.5 Containerization
In this section, we describe the containerization process to Docker containers of every component
in the system previously described, followed by the deployment strategy through Kubernetes.
For each component previously, it is needed at least one Docker image in order to deploy the
containers with the necessary software. Software is developed for multiple platforms such as Linux
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or Windows operative systems, but it can also be available as a Docker image. The only official
Docker images we used, without having to change them, were Schema Registry, Zookeeper, and
Apache Kafka
Nonetheless, in some cases, the official images aren’t enough and there is the need to include files
in a container. For that purpose, new images are created based on official ones.
We had to follow this approach for the deployment of VerneMQ and Kafka Connect. As a result of
using Kafka Connect, we had to use a connector out of those that were available with the official im-
age. As such, it created a new image with the binaries of the necessary connector. VerneMQ went
through a similar process, where in order to add the authentication plugin, it was also necessary
to add the plugin files to the VerneMQ official image.
The situations where components that we implemented ourselves: the database connector, HTTP
data collection, and pre-processing module. All of these modules are Java applications, as such,
for each one, an image was built from the image from the repository of OpenJDK of Java 8 and with
all necessary dependencies inside.
It was achieved the full deployment of system through Docker container.
It was planned to have a fully automatic deployment of the system, distributed across the deployed
machines, through Kubernetes. Among the tasks that had to be done in this project, container
orchestration was among the last ones because we can not do the container orchestration without
the system being implemented and because of that, we did not have time to apply the container
orchestration, leaving it for future work.
The plan to deploy the system in Kubernetes consists of using a pre-existing application from
Helms, a package manager for Kubernetes and if it couldn’t be done through existing applications,




In this chapter we present a collection of tests that were done to understand where the
system could have a bottleneck, and how could it be fixed. In the end we compare the
results, using some chosen metrics like the response time versus the number of active
requests or the number of requests dispatched over a period of time.
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The first version of the system was deployed on a single machine. Since this deployment was done
on a single machine, it was not able to take advantage of the distributed capabilities of Kafka, or
Spring Boot and VerneMQ load balancing.
After deploying the first version of the system, we tested the system to understand if we had
any bottleneck, and which component could be the cause. The tests consisted of having two
machines, in the same local network as the system, with multiple threads making requests to the
Data Collection Module.
The tool used to perform the tests was Apache JMeter[22], which is used for load testing functional
behavior and measure performance in a distributed manner.
The test parameters that were used to fine-tune the tests were:
1. the number of threads created per machine;
2. how many loops each thread completes;
3. ramp-up period.
Each thread executes the task defined for the test, and when finished, it reports the relevant data
to the test. An example of an HTTP test thread, is a thread sending an HTTP POST request and after
a response or timeout, the thread is closed and the data related HTTP request is stored.
The number of threads is the number of tasks to be executed concurrently. Considering the same
example of HTTP test, the number of threads it would be the number of HTTP requests done at the
same time.
The number of loops is how many times the threads are going to cycle. If we consider two loops in
the HTTP, after finishing the first thread, it would repeat it once more before closing.
The ramp-up time is the amount of time it takes for the test to reach the maximum threads defined.
We can conclude, that with the number of loops we can define the duration of the test, and in the
meanwhile, the number of threads allows us to establish a limited number of concurrent requests.
The beginning and ending phases of the test have different behaviors. In the beginning, because
of the ramp-up time, there is a delay in starting all threads, meaning there are fewer concurrent
requests, therefore, the response time escalates until the maximum number of threads is achieved.
In the final stages of the test, some threads finish faster than others, this is due to the de-escalation
of concurrent threads.
The purpose of these tests was to identify and set the maximum number of concurrent requests
that the system could handle, while still meeting the minimum quality of service.
To perform these tests, we used three machines to deploy the system, all with the following speci-
fications:
• CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Bronze 3106 CPU @ 1.70GHz
• Memory: 2 x 16 GB Memory RAM 2666 MHz
• Disk: 1199 GB HDD
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5.1 HTTP protocol testing
The first test of the Spring Boot Server was done with Kafka system deployed only in a single ma-
chine, without load balancing with Spring Boot Server. The task assigned the threads to consisted
an HTTP POST request with the headers described in Table 5.1 and the body described in Listing
5.1.

























Without knowledge of what were the system capacities, the objective of the first tests, in Section
5.2.1, was to know what was the limits of the system single machine deployment. Meaning we
started with a low number of request, increasing the number of requests until we were met with a
test that had any failed request from connection timeout.
The tests were configured using 3 parameters: 1) the number of threads is the number of HTTP
requests that can be done at the same time; 2) the number of loops is the number of requests that
threads have to send before the thread can be closed; and 3) the ramp-up time is the amount of
time that it takes to activate all the threads. From this, we can realize that the total number of
requests performed on each test is equal to the number of loops times the number of threads.
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The considered metric was the requests response time throughout the test and the response time
compared to the active number of threads.
The tests in the Section 5.2.1, are the following tests were done:
• Test number 1:
Parameter Value
Number of Threads 5000
Ramp-up time 30 seconds
Loops 100
• Test number 2:
Parameter Value
Number of Threads 5500
Ramp-up time 30 seconds
Loops 100
• Test number 3:
Parameter Value
Number of Threads 6000
Ramp-up time 30 seconds
Loops 100
After executing the tests, it was noticed a relative high response, as it can be seen in Figures 5.2,
5.4 and 5.6. To understand high response times, we analyzed the Spring Boot metrics and logs and
made the same experiments to understand what components were impacting response time.
One of the experiments was the removal of some parts from data collection module, in the case of
HTTP protocol we removed the Producer API. The experiment led to running the Spring Boot server
with an authentication process but excluded the function send data to a Kafka broker. The result
response times were drastically improved, as it can be seen in Figure 5.7, making it clear there was
a bottleneck while using the Producer API. This issue can be easily solved by modifying the data
collection module to use an asynchronous mechanism to validate messages.
This solution has a drawback: if the Kafka broker is down, the messages are still accepted by
the Spring Boot server and can be lost for not being able to publish the messages in the Kafka
broker. Since the message upload is asynchronous, the sensor station sends data without having
the feedback that the message was received in the Kafka broker.
The best alternative to solve this issue was to upgrade the resources dedicated to Kafka, in order to
deploy Kafka cluster across the 3 machines and to split the topic into 3 partitions to be distributed
in the 3 available machines.
With these changes implemented, we made a new deployment of the system which consists of
having Kafka cluster distributed in the 3 machines, including the distribution of Zookeeper, while
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still maintaining every other component of the system running in a single machine. With this new
deployment, the system was tested again with 5000 threads doing 100 loops with a ramp-up time
of 30 seconds, because the parameters had the most acceptable results in the previous test.
The test results of this new deployment, presented in Figure 5.9, shows a in slightly faster response.
Noticing little difference between average response time with 3 partitions on Kafka or 1 partition,
the next step would be to distribute the Spring Boot server across the available machines, but due
to the project planning, this would have to be considered future work to be done.
5.2 HTTP Tests
In this Section, we show all HTTP tests done referred to in the previous Section. The data output
from the test is shown, as well as a brief interpretation of the data.
5.2.1 HTTP Tests on Single Machine deployment
Test number 1
Figure 5.1: The active threads versus response time graph of HTTP test number 1
Figure 5.2: The response time graph of HTTP test number 1
Test number 1 assesses how the system reacts to having 5000 HTTP requests being sent concur-
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rently over time. Analyzing active threads versus response time graph, in Figure 5.1, we see a
stabilizing tendency in the response time on maximum requests. In the response time graph, in
Figure 5.2, we can see the beginning of the sinusoidal wave, and overall the graph is stable on
average response time 21275 milliseconds.
Test number 2
Figure 5.3: The active threads versus response time graph of HTTP test number 2
Figure 5.4: The response time graph of HTTP test number 2
Test number 2 assesses how the system reacts to having 5500 HTTP requests being sent concur-
rently over time. Analyzing active threads versus response time graph, in Figure 5.3, we see a
stabilizing tendency in the response time on maximum requests. In the response time graph, in
Figure 5.4, we can see the beginning of the sinusoidal wave, and overall the graph is stable on
average response time 23317 milliseconds.
Test number 3
Test number 3 assesses how the system reacted to having 6000 HTTP requests being sent con-
currently over time. Analyzing active threads versus response time graph, in Figure 5.5, we see a
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Figure 5.5: The active threads versus response time graph of HTTP test number 3
Figure 5.6: The response time graph of HTTP test number 3
stabilizing tendency in the response time on maximum requests. In the response time graph, we
can see a sinusoidal wave with decreasing amplitude over time, and overall the graph is stabilizing
on the average response time of 24175 milliseconds.
5.2.2 HTTP Tests without Produce API
Figure 5.7: The response time graph of HTTP test number 4.
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Test number 4 was done without the component of Producer API, resulting in data not being sent
to the Kafka broker. This test was done with 2000 threads, 4 loops, and 1 seconds ramp-up. The
experiment resulted in a drastically reduced average response time of 1885 milliseconds.
5.2.3 HTTP Tests with Kafka Distributed
Test number 5
Figure 5.8: The active threads versus response time graph of HTTP test number 5.
Figure 5.9: The response time graph of HTTP test number 5.
Test number 5 results of distributed deployment, with parameters of 5000 active threads, 100
loops, and a ramp-up period of 30 seconds, are presented in Fig. 5.9. It presents a slightly lower
response time compared to a single machine deployment of Kafka, with an average response time
of 20392 milliseconds.
Test number 6
Test number 6 was made with 5000 active threads with 1000 loops and a ramp-up of 30 seconds,
doing a total of 5 000 000 HTTP requests. The test took about 5 hours and 44 minutes, making it
an endurance test for the system.
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Figure 5.10: The response time graph of HTTP test number 6.
5.3 MQTT protocol testing
Unlike the HTTP protocol, the MQTT broker doesn’t depend on Kafka broker response to finish the
process of receiving the messages. The only application that is in charge of receiving messages
from the MQTT protocol is VerneMQ. All the tests were executed in a single machine deployment
of VerneMQ. Although VerneMQ advises the use of MZBench to load test a VerneMQ broker, we
decided to look up other solutions, due to some problems that were encountered when using
MZBench. A widely used approach to load testing an MQTT broker, and also recommended to
load test EMQ X MQTT, is the Apache JMeter with the MQTT JMeter plugin. This choice had even
more in favor, given the fact that Apache JMeter had already been used.
The first test simulates the worst-case scenario, where every sensor connects to the MQTT broker,
sends a single message before it disconnects. These tests consisted of three different actions,
the first action was to establish a connection to the MQTT broker with sampler MQTT Connect
parameters in Table 5.2:






Since the MQTT broker-defined configurations don’t use any user authentication, there is no need
to have any user credentials in MQTT publish request.
The second action is that of publishing a message to the MQTT broker, using the sampler MQTT
Pub Sampler with the parameters in the Table 5.3 and body in Listing 5.2.
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The last action is to disconnect, with a sampler MQTT DisConnect. The main metric chosen was
the response time from each action over-time and just like it was done with HTTP, the tests were
executed with different parameters.
In all tests presented in Section 5.3.1, there is a clear conclusion: the most time-consuming action
is the one that establishes the connection to the MQTT broker, meaning there could be a clear
improvement in the number of messages processed if the sensor can send more than one message
for each established connection. The first two tests behaved according to what was expected,
maintaining the same pattern of response but only increasing the average response time. With
MQTT test number 3, there was a residual amount of sent messages that failed.
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The following tests were done:
• Test number 1:
Parameter Value
Number of Threads 4000
Ramp-up time 30 seconds
Loops 100
• Test number 2:
Parameter Value
Number of Threads 5000
Ramp-up time 30 seconds
Loops 100
• Test number 3:
Parameter Value
Number of Threads 5000
Ramp-up time 30 seconds
Loops 500
5.3.1 MQTT Tests
In this Section, we show all MQTT tests done referred to in the previous Section. The data output
from the test is shown, as well as a brief interpretation of the data.
MQTT Test number 1
The first test consists of 4000 threads and 100 loops yielded an average response time when
connecting to an MQTT broker of 5480.2 milliseconds, an average time of 5 milliseconds while
publishing the message, and an average of 0.2 milliseconds while disconnecting.
MQTT Test number 2
The second test consist of 5000 threads and 100 loops yielded an average response time when
connecting to an MQTT broker of 8 389.2 milliseconds, an average time of 4.9 milliseconds while
publishing the message, and an average of 0.2 milliseconds while disconnecting.
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Figure 5.11: Response time graph of MQTT test number 1
MQTT Test number 3
In the third test of the system, we tested consisted 5500 threads and 100 loops. That resulted in
an average response time when connecting to an MQTT broker of 7884 milliseconds, an average
time of 4.5 milliseconds while publishing the message, and an average of 0.2 milliseconds while
disconnecting.
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Figure 5.12: Response time graph of MQTT test number 2
Figure 5.13: Response time graph of MQTT test number 3

6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, we present a data collection system from the sensors. The main objective was
the development of a system using the state of the art Open Source tools.
For the same components, there were multiple tools considered to be state of art, for example,
the message broker had two options that did the same but RabbitMQ relies more on memory
meanwhile Apache Kafka keeps its operation on disk level. In this case, we choose Apache Kafka
because we considered more relevant the data persistence over a faster data flow.
During the development, there was a series of challenges, and some difficult choices had to be
made. The situation with the low computation capacity of sensor and the choice between data
encryption and data hashing, referred in Section 3.3.1; and between the implementation of the
database connector or modifying the Confluent JDBC connector, referred in Section 4.1.
During development, some tasks had to be left unfinished because there was not enough time.
A task not completed was the clustering VerneMQ and Spring Boot. During the testing phase,
it was noticed high response time for both MQTT and HTTP requests, and the next logical step
was to cluster the services in charge of handling the respective protocols, this would allow taking
advantage of load balancing features present in both VerneMQ and Spring Boot.
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The testing allowed us to conclude that system could support at least 5000 devices sending con-
stant messages without failing to respond to any of them. This scenario in production is not ex-
pected but we could have 10 000 devices sending messages every 5 minutes and the system is
expected to handle that situation.
Although most of the objectives were achieved, there was work planned or components that could
still be improved. The following task were left to be completed:
• Add the functionally of load balancing of Spring Boot to HTTP data collection.
• Configure the VerneMQ to a cluster, and by default also add MQTT data collection.
• Substitute the Java application that establishes the connection between Kafka broker and the
database, for a customized version of Kafka Connect JDBC connector.
• Create an automated deployment with Kubernetes
• Create a monitoring tool with Graphana and PrometheusDB, to monitor all components of the
system.
The objective of creating a prototype of a data collection system for IoT devices made of Open
Source tools was a success. Some points have clear improvements to be made, as referred to in
previous remarks. Nonetheless, it resulted in a fully functional system with the ability to support
the data collection of hundreds of IoT devices.
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